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Letter from the Editor
One of the greatest paths that you can take in life is finding yourself within your career path. Be it your voice, or 
your motivation for achieving a specified goal, it is always rewarding to see the outcome of your efforts reach a 
final goal. For the past 8 months I have personally been working of a top secret television production. Like any 
production in television or film the hours and the amount of dedication and focus required to do the work are 
enormous. But yet I still have the responsibility of making a magazine dedicated to the art form that I love so 
very much. Each issue in the past has gradually become more and more important and also increasingly harder 
to make due to work outside of the magazine. So I am very thrilled to have this issue ready for your to read. 

This issue features the latest personal project from legendary visual effects master Phil Tippett. I won’t lie, it 
was amazing to be able to talk to him and what an honor to be able to have his images grace the pages of this 
small little rag. His film work is amazing and with the latest release of his Mad God series I can only say that 
personally I’m excited to see what is going to happen in the next chapter. Tippett has started the second Kick 
Starter fund raising campaign for the 2nd chapter at https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/madgod/phil-tippetts-
mad-god-part-2

So if you are interested in being a part of an amazing production you should consider donating even a little to 
help Tippett create the next chapter. 

The next article in the magazine is about Disney Interactives “Blank – A Vinylmation Love Story”. Now I have 
to confess I worked as the technical consultant on this production which meant I did a lot of fabrication with the 
crew and even got to animate a handful of shots. It was a very rewarding production in the sense that I person-
ally got to work for Disney, but also because I was able to see a group of newbie stop motion filmmakers do ev-
erything right by just believing in each other and pushing their differences aside to become a strong and magical 
team. What they achieved with a small budget and a handful of people is amazing. It was a wonderful magical 
experience and I hope you enjoy the interview with my buddy Gino whom is probably the only person I’ve ever 
know to make everyone he meets smile and laugh. 

In the final article of the magazine we have an awesome interview by Langley West whom interviewed the guys 
currently making the Dark Earth film. Now the fact that he was able to put this interview together is amazing 
since everyone involved live in other countries. WHAT!!! Yep, amazing. The project looks great and I really 
hope they send us updates and more images in the future. 

I personally want to thank all of our readers for their patience and understanding when it comes to making an 
issue of the magazine. I will be done with the production I’m on sometime around July and hope to transition 
into turning the documentary of “In the Shadows of Light” into a web series, along with producing more issues 
for our readers, as well as more instructional videos, and childrens animation for the little ones. Thank you for 
being a part of such a fun and rewarding art form and industry. 

Keep Animating!

John Ikuma
Executive Editor
Stop Motion Magazine



One of the best things about Christmas are all the heart-warming specials that air on TV throughout the month of December. Even 
though Christmas has technically passed this year, who’s to say you can’t still bask in the warm glow of one or two more Christmas 
specials?

Arthur Rankin and Jules Bass are the kings of televised Christmas specials. The duo is responsible for famed works like the Rudolph 
the Red-Nosed Reindeer, Frosty the Snowman, and a host of others. Most of their creations have been entirely ingrained in the holiday 
traditions of thousands of families, whose children’s earliest Christmas memories are images of these lovable characters playing across 
the screen. Some of the Rankin/Bass films were animated using traditional 2-D techniques, but most are beautiful stop-motion films, 
done with puppets. Below, you can find one version of the top stop motion Christmas films brought to us by Rankin-Bass, all of which 
are still widely available on hard copy, or streaming through Direct TV and other channels (here’s more information). And next year, 
make sure to watch for ABC’s Christmas Marathon listings so you can catch these when they air on TV! 

Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer (1964)

Their first and most momentous special remains the most famous, and possibly best, of the entire Christmas special collection. Sam 
the Snowman, voiced by folk singer Burl Ives, walks us through the tale of a little reindeer (who in this version, is Donner’s son) 
who is mercilessly teased due to his brightly lit red nose. The reindeer’s only friend is Hermie, a socially outcast elf who is far more 
obsessed with the world of orthodontics than his peoples’ chosen profession: toy making. The duo decide to leave the North Pole to 
embark on an adventure, and happen upon the Island of Misfit Toys, where other outcasts have come together to create a loving com-
munity. Of course, Rudolph feels eventually he must return to his family, and it is on his adventure home that he runs into a series of 
obstacles, culminating with a terrible blizzard that threatens to ruin Christmas.

Santa Claus is Coming to Town (1970)

In this stop-motion film, film star Fred Astaire voices a postman at the North Pole whose primary task is to answer any and all kids’ 
questions about the legendary Santa Claus. Through the postman’s answers, we learn the backstory of Santa Claus, who apparently 
began as an orphan. Claus was found and raised by elves, and when he comes of age, he decides to pursue his mission of bringing toys 
to the appropriately named Sombertown, where the evil Burgermiester Miesterburger has outlawed toys. Claus believes he will be able 
to spread some joy, all the same. We also meet the future Mrs. Claus, who begins as a young teacher named Jessica. Their journey is a 
difficult one, but happily ends with marriage and, of course, the Claus couple forging their home in the North pole. 

The Little Drummer Boy (1986)

The little drummer boy, an orphan named Aaron whose only friends are animals and only possession is a drum, is kidnapped by the 
evil Ben Haramad. Upon his escape he discovers, you guessed it, the three wise men looking for baby Jesus! At first Aaron is wor-
ried about his lack of gifts to give to the newborn Messiah. Instead, though, he plays his drum for the holy family. Even without the 
religious backing, the story is an excellent one about the beauty of forgiveness and the importance of family.

The Year Without a Santa Claus (1974)
The Year Without a Santa Claus has Shirley Booth playing Mrs. Claus. Her husband, the famous Santa Claus, realized he is too sick 
to get on the sleigh come Christmas Eve. Mrs. Claus’s solution, then, is to send two trouble-making elves, Jingle and Jangle, south in 
order to round up some cheerleaders for their jolly leaders. The elves, being somewhat mischievous by nature, manage to get arrested, 
and to make matters even worse, a reindeer gets sick while incarcerated. It is only due to an intervention from Mother Nature that 
things get back on track. Like all films on this list, music is involved, and one of this films primary treats is the adorable rendition of 
“Blue Christmas.”

Jack Frost (1979)
This film is the last on this list of excellent stop-motion movies despite not technically being a Christmas film. Still, the movie still 
stands as part of the holiday collection, and deserves to be mentioned. As curious and fun narrators go in the Rankin-Bass world, Par-
don-Me Pete the Groundhog (voiced by Buddy Hackett) is up there with the greatest. Pete details the story of the Man of Frost, who 
manages to acquire a human form in order to join a maiden and knight on their adventure to stop the evil Cossack Kubla Kraus. Like 
many of Rankin-Bass’s best films, this tale does have an element of sadness. Jack, the Man of Frost, falls for the maiden, but must give 
up his human form in order to keep the winter season alive. It is a tearjerker, but as usual, contains an excellent holiday message. 

Rankin & Bass Christmas’ Best Television
Written by Kate Voss



For many years we’ve all heard the rumblings about CGI doing work that Stop Motion should have, and that 
Computer Animation doesn’t look as real as a practicle effect. I too have echoed those thoughts and believe in 
practicle effects over computer generated effects, creatures, and the like. I have however also worked in the 
trenches of television and film production and know that deadlines are scary at times and when time is running 
out on production that the visual effects department is the last line of defense when time has run out. 

Since its beginning back in the Commador64 days, Lightwave3d has been a staple in the television produc-
tion pipelines that required inexpensive CGI effects that can be produced fast. Having been used on production 
Babylon 5, Sea Quest, Stargate SG1, Battlestar Galactica, TeraNova, and Defiance just to name a few, I can tell 
you that it is an industry secret when you ask anyone what is the software of choice. One of the biggest prob-
lems with the CGI industry is that it is fulled by mega corporations that charge a huge price for the software 
while saturating the industry with over the top hype and advertising. Along with this is the always changing 
ways of how to do something or the must have new function that makes all your past project files obsolete. 
NewTek the makers of Lightwave3D are a small company located in Texas and have the same business model 
that they had when partnering with the inventors of Lightwave, which is not to sell you on nonsense and func-
tions you’ll never learn. They also believe in keeping the price affordable. At roughly around $1500 it is one 
of the most affordable CGI packages around. I’ve seen them have sales for the software at 50% off that price 
which is unheard of in an industry filled with $3000 and up software competitors. Now that’s just the business 
side of things and believe me it’s just as important as the functionality.

The Lightwave3D software package actually comes with two modules, there’s the Modeler module which is 
where you build your models, UV map your objects, and pretty much build everything. It’s simple to use with 
no hyroglyphics and pretty much is straight forward and no nonsense. The learning curve for figuring out the 
interface is pretty easy since everything is labeled clearly and though the colors have changed in the modeler 
and layout modules, the functions are pretty much the same. 

Lightwave 3D 11.6 Review
Written by John Ikuma



What this means is you can purchase tutorials and or books from 10 years ago for pennies and they will pretty 
much be as relevent today as they were then. The Modeler Module also allows you to send your model back and 
forth to the sculpting software Zbrush. The greatest thing about Modeler is that it works interchangable with the 
Lightwave Layout module. This allows you to send and update models being used in the Layout module just 
with the click of a button. Pretty awesome when you have to do changes with the Director and VFX Supervisor 
standing over you and wanting changes on the fly. 

The Lightwave Layout is very similar in form to the Modeler module and when you first start using the software 
you might get confused, but after you get the hang of things you’ll soon see the major differences and should 
have no problem switching between the two. Layout also uses text instead of symbols to describe the many dif-
ferent functions. It also is probably the fastest animation keyframe interface around, the new dope sheet panel 
and graph editor gives you pretty much all the functionality you could ask for when in need of quick and acurate 
functionality. As well, the hotkeys are really easy to remember and with a little practice it’d be hard to forget 
what they were for rotation, transform, and  your objects. 

There are also some great additions to the Lightwave functions, like flocking which allows you to make a 
swarm of animated objects such as a swarm of bee’s, fish, or birds from models you’ve made or you could even 
make leaves blowing in the wind. It’s pretty powerful and easy to learn. Instancing is a feature that allows you 
to make multiple copies of an object without overloading your computers

processors, and then there’s the Bullet Dynamics which handles real world physics when dealing with objects 
bouncing, breaking, or interacting with each other. There’s even cloth dynamics which is a huge help when 
dealing with simulated fabrics. 

Fire and smoke can also be done in Lightwave using it’s HyperVoxel Particle system and through a third party 
plugin TurbluenceFD ($700) you can make photo-realistic fire and smoke effects within Lightwave. Currently 
the Lightwave particle system does not allow for making water effects and there is only one water simulation 
software on the market called RealFlow which is way over priced at arounf $6000 for a full package, but most 
likely you would not need those type of effects in a typical production. 

You can also bring in image sequences and composite directly in Lightwave Layout. Though you would most 
likely do the majority of your final compositing in a software such as After Effects which Lightwave is able to 
send projects renders directly. It does however allow for placing your environment as a reflective surface onto 
the objects to make them look more photorealistic. You can as well use th Global Illumination functions and 
have complete control of your lighting to even further inhance your renders. While the new AntiAliasing fea-
tures of Lightwave may take a second to figure out they are very accurate and amazing when dealing with large 
and complex images that you need to have right away. 

Though I can’t go over every feature and function of the software itself in this article, I can tell you I probably 
will never need to worry about making an effect for any future productions I will work on. As well, the licens-
ing of the software is to the individual and not the computer. So where ever I go the software goes with me. This 
is vital when looking for work in an industry that is CGI phobiac and with small budgets. The speed, cost, and 
quality of NewTeks Lightwave 3D is outstanding, and having spent the past 7 months using it on a top secret 
stop motion television production, I can assure you that it has passed every test and allowed me to produce ef-
fects that the production could not live without. Fast, reliable, and worth every penny, Lightwave 3D is a must 
have for any VFX Artist or Studio that wants the tools necessary to compete against the larger studio produc-
tions. A++++ NewTek for a job well done!



Phil Tippett’s 

MAD GOD
interview by John Ikuma



Phil Tippett is one of the most recognized Stop Motion Masters in the world. His stop motion and 
visual effects work on the Star Wars series, Dragon Slayer, RoboCop, Indiana Jones, and Starship 
Troopers is legendary. In the 90’s Tippett was working on Jurassic Park when the tough decision 
to use CGI dinosaurs instead of the originally planned stop motion ones forever changed the film 
industry. He is a living legend with millions of dedicated fans constantly awaiting his next move. 
Tippett studios is one of the most respected and beloved studios in the industry and when the an-
nouncement of Tippett’s crowd funding project MAD GOD was fully funded and green-lit by the 
master himself, the stop motion community collectively cheered and awaited the release of the film.

MAD GOD has recently been completed and released and word is that Tippett will be start-
ing a new Kick Starter campaign to start work on the next chapter of his film. We caught 
up with Tippett before the release of his film and personally I fan boy’d out in the inter-
view process, but what we walked away with was an amazing interview with an awe-
some and inspiring individual whom will forever influence our industry. We hope you en-
joy the interview and definitely checkout Phil Tippets MAD GOD if you get the chance.



SMM: Your film MAD GOD looks pretty amazing. When did you initially start making this 
film? 

Phil Tippett: It was kind of on the eve of computer graphics taking over everything. I think we 
had just wrapped up doing RoboCop 2 and I just kind of slid some of the crew that was work-
ing on that into this. I thought I was going to be making something pretty extensive and kind 
of experimental. I got about 5 minutes of footage shot on 35mm film and I just realized at that 
point that the project was too big and then the big shift came from doing photographic work to 
doing everything digitally and that just kind of shut everything down for awhile. It went on hold 
for the better part of 20 years. 

SMM: What kind of camera were you using for the 35mm filming of MAD GOD? 

Phil Tippett: I had a whole bunch of Mitchell’s so we just shot on them. 

SMM: Now you are currently working on the film, so are you still shooting on film or are you 
shooting digital now? 

Phil Tippett: No, we are shooting everything digital now. It’s just too easy. 

SMM: How was the transition from shooting film to shooting digitally? 

Phil Tippett: Yeah they’re close enough. I don’t worry about continuity that much and there is 
so much you can do now digitally to pull things together that look, contrast, and grain wise, so 
it’s not that big of an issue. You know it’s just too easy. You don’t have to make lab runs, you 
can look at your stuff while you are shooting it. It allows you to just shoot faster... I don’t even 
know how to use a light meter anymore you can just do everything by eye. 



SMM: How did reviving this project happen. 

Phil Tippett: I was archiving the material I shot 20 years ago and I was in one of our screening 
rooms and some of the guys that were working for me looked in and they thought it was some 
old Czech thing from the 30’s or something like that and they got enthusiastic about it, and they 
convinced me to restart the project. I was going on location to shoot something for my day job, 
it was like one of the Twilight movies or something like that up in Canada, and  a couple of the 
guys, Chris Morley and Randy Link took it on themselves to build a set before I left on location. 
They took it on themselves to just start filling in some of the material I had laid out in story-
boards before I was gone. It just kind of started like that and took on a life of its own and grew. 
Initially I got a lot of people volunteering  for this thing. We’re putting together the credits list 
right now and we’ll be wrapping up the first chapter of MAD GOD in about 2 months. So I’m 
compiling all the people that have worked on this thing over the years and it’s close to  50 peo-
ple. So there are a lot of people who have come through and donated their time and we meet up 
on the weekends with a group that varies between 6 people and 15 people and pretty much just 
use the weekends to shoot, and I and I am able to break away from my responsibilities of run-
ning a studio during the week and continue prepping things so we can shoot on Saturdays. 

SMM: So this is a weekend project in a sense? 

Phil Tippett: Pretty much but I keep moving along during the week. I get other volunteers to 
come in the week to build models. I hired my daughter to come in and she kind of runs the mold 
shop. That keeps the continuity going. So we keep staying ahead of shooting. 



SMM: Who’s animating on this project? 

Phil Tippett: Most of the animation is being split up between myself, Chuck Duke, and Tom 
Gibbons who are really terrific stop motion animators. They’ve worked on the Henry Selick 
Project, Fantastic Mr. Fox, and Tim Burton things. They are really great animators. 

SMM: There’s a scene with a monkey on a table. Was that shot in the 80’s or is that new foot-
age? 

Phil Tippett: That was shot a long time ago, like 20 years ago. Now that particular puppet is just 
almost totally disintegrated. 

SMM: Can you give us a rundown of what the first chapter of MAD GOD is about? 

Phil Tippett: There is one direction in MAD GOD and that is down. It’s almost like a Michael 
Palin travelogue kind of thing. We follow this one particular character called the Assassin who 
arrives at this kind of netherworld on a mission and that’s essentially the story to follow him on 
his mission. We don’t know what that is. He carries a suitcase and we don’t know what’s in the 
suitcase as he proceeds on his mission. He’s kind of our eyes as he moves through these various 
imaginary zones. 

SMM: The characters that you are using now, are they still made out of Foam Latex? 

Phil Tippett: We’ve gone back and forth. Some stuff is silicone. More then not a lot of stuff is 
fabricated or built up. 



SMM: How does it feel to be animating stop motion again? 

Phil Tippett: It’s good. The project had kind of turned into this other thing then I had originally 
imagined. Over the years what peaked the interest of the people that volunteered, was that they 
were born into the digital world. But, they were inspired by the pre-industrial hands-on model 
making. There just wasn’t the opportunity to do that except on these Henry Selick, Tim Bur-
ton, LAIKA productions that all kind of tend to do these cutesy little kids movies. So it was an 
opportunity for them to do something a little more out in left field, more for mature audiences 
only. So it’s kind of gritty and contains a certain degree of humor. It turned in a forum for peo-
ple who are interested in this kind of stuff and pulled together and I can teach them how to do 
things. A lot of the people who volunteered are quite skilled so they bring a lot to the table. 

SMM: Whose idea was it to start a kick starter fund-raising for this film? 

Phil Tippett: My friend Martin Meunier who has done a lot of fabrication work and who was 
lead fabricator on a lot of the Henry Selick and LAIKA movies gave me a telephone call and 
was all excited because there was a guy that doing a video game and was doing a KickStarter 
and wanted to do something retro that no publishers wanted to do. So he started a KickStarter 
and asked for something like $250,000 and at the end of his run he ended up making something 
like 1o million dollars. So that was kind of like “Ooop’s, I better try that”. So we launched a 
KickStarter campaign and asked for the minimum that I felt I would need to do stuff like buy 
lunches for the crew, so we asked for something like forty grand and at the end of our run we 
ended up with $120,000 which really helped us out a lot. 



SMM: Have there been any new challenges switching for Film to Digital? 

Phil Tippett: I’ve actually gotten to this point yet, but I’ve got a lot of ideas on how to use front 
projection and doing multiple exposures doing that using mirrors and glass. My studio is set up 
to do computer graphic compositing. We’ll shoot a certain number of things on green screen, 
but we try and do as much of the stuff practically as we can and get it all in one take, and then 
layer in other kinds of elements once we get it back together. 

SMM: There’s a scene where it looks like a bunch of soulless creatures walking around and a 
giant monolith chops this guys head off. Can you give us any insight into this scene? 

Phil Tippett: That’s a scene that occurs in chapter 2. The projects has such a large scope that 
I’ve had to slice it up into chapters or various parts. I’ve got about 3 chapters that are pretty 
much intact in one form or another and we are putting all the focus on chapter one, but then in 
chapter 2 the assassin descends through a number of odd ball environments and ends up on this 
production floor where, we’ll call them the “Shit Men”, kind of mindlessly perform tasks in a 
dangerous environment. They end up being summoned where this huge kind of like billboard 
with you know big eyes and mouths just blabbing incessantly and they are summoned to this 
zone, and the assassin is moving through their city which is made up of iron. 

SMM: How many chapters do you have that you originally thought of? 

Phil Tippett: We’re pretty much close to wrapping chapter 1 and when we have everything shot 
on that we will do another KickStarter for chapter 2 and when thats nailed down I’ll do another 
for chapter 3. 



SMM: This is a very unique experience for your crew and probably yourself. Can you tell us 
about your interactions with your crew? 

Phil Tippett: My directorial style is pretty loose. Once we get set up and ready to shoot, the 
requirements are pretty clear. Character goes from A to B and needs to do this in the middle. I’ll 
pretty much give the animators license to do whatever they want to do. I’m not very controlling 
in that regard. So I deal with animators a bit like actors, I bring them on the set and let them go. 
They usually ask me how long the shot should be, and my answer is usually “I don’t know”, 
“See what you can make out of it”. Maybe the shot is 4 seconds long. They’ll just start and get 
into it and a lot of times they’ll really get into it and let the performance determine the length of 
the shot. Sometimes shots will end up 3 or 4 times longer then we initially imagined. 

SMM: Whats the initial running time you estimate for Chapter 1? 

Phil Tippett: I’m not exactly sure. I’ve kind of developed a shooting style that is a lot more 
influenced by the experiences I’ve had doing live action work. Everything is pretty well planned 
out and storyboarded. I don’t hold myself down to that, I let things expand and open up if they 
need to. Each of the chapters will very between 10 and 15 minutes which in someways kind of 
digestible in terms of production and allows me to organize the stuff. 
 
SMM: The production must take up a lot of space. What is your typical stage size for the pro-
duction? 

Phil Tippett: Well I have a stage which is part of our studio and it has a full machine shop and 
mold room left over from the olden days. We use the stage to shoot elements for our Day Job 
kind of effects, smoke or water. We have a big blue screen and we use that. Probably the stage 
is about 3000 square feet or something like that. It’s not huge but it’s a comfortable size to shoot 
stop motion. We acquired the space to do Robot Cop 2 so I can have 3 or 4 setups going at the 
same time. 



SMM: Did you really have the actors do their motion backwards? 

Phil Tippett: Yeah, well when I came to the scene I had shot an opening to that 20 years ago that was all stop 
motion and some motion control stuff, and I needed to move into the scene that opens the 3rd chapter and I just 
needed to get that whole thing out of the way and get a style to see where I was going. Originally I was going to 
do it conventionally with actors and have them act. So we set up the scene and ran the acting through the scene 
and it just didn’t look interesting. It looked like a sitcom or something that looked totally boring. It took about 
3 or 4 weeks of experimentation and just kind of dabbing my head around a performance style that I thought 
would work. 

What kind of became clear to me while I was laying it out was that I needed to do something to break the 
performers ability to do the scene and so I came up with this performance approach that would have the ac-
tors rehearse the scene  10, 15, 20 times so  they would know what the action was and then in order for them to 
break it I would have them perform the same action to the best of their ability backwards as slow as they could 
possible do it. so there was no way possibly in the world they could achieve what they needed to and then we 
would take that footage and then dramatically speed it up something like 500 times in reverse so they would be 
moving forward and we came up with a very compelling performance approach that kind of matches into this 
very non-realistic world. A lot of the stuff was inspired by Karel Zeman films a Czech filmmaker from the 50’s 
and 60’s. So I really liked his approach of putting things together. 

I come from more of an art making background instead of a film making background. I kind of learned the film 
making side by making short films on my own. and then working on commercial theatrical features. I didn’t 
have enough money to go to film school so I went to art school. I was a lot more influenced by that kind of ap-
proach instead of wanting to do a conventional narrative. 



SMM: You know that really shines though in everything you’ve done in your career. I’m going 
to geek out here for a second, but my hands down ultimate favorite thing that you’ve done was 
the Dragon from Dragon Slayer. It is so beautifully built and animated that today it still blows 
away the modern CGI dragons. 

Phil Tippett: Yeah that seems to have struck quite a nerve. That was really one of the first things 
that we played around hooking motion control to stop motion puppets. We did a little on Empire 
Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi, but on Dragon Slayer we went whole hog. Some of the ini-
tial tests were shocking to us too because they were effectively registering the model differently 
then if you were hand animating plus you get motion blur as well. As the productions that were 
“B” stop motion movies of the 50’s and 60’s turned into the “A” budgets of Spielberg and Lucas 
it just required a different kind of level of integration that we moved towards. 

SMM: Now I’ll admit I’m a huge Howard the Duck fan and though it wasn’t a huge hit, the film 
is now a cult classic. Did you animated the monster in the film? 

Phil Tippett: I did! 

SMM: Is the puppet foam latex and how did you get it to bend so naturally without getting any 
crazy binding or unnatural wrinkling? 

Phil Tippett: I think the only secret is having experience. By having done a lot of it and intui-
tively knowing what to do. The Howard the Duck thing was pretty much all clay sculpt, hydro-
cal molds, and foam latex injection and then painted. The Dragon Slayer thing and some of the 
other things I’d done all had a lot more fabrication involved with it. The muscular was sculpted 
in clay and then molded, I made a bunch of skins that would be glued separate to the foam latex 
musculature and as you are glueing this stuff on you can wrinkle it appropriately. As you do this 
you can glue some of it down or not glue some of it down to make sure it moves and hides the 
wrinkles. 



SMM: With current production going on and your career, how do you have any time to do anything else? Do 
you ever have free time to yourself? 

Phil Tippett: Well, no I don’t... Fortunately over the years I’ve been able to amase a crew of some very skilled 
and talented people. Most of my day job exists in the planning stages of various projects and then just touching 
base and going in to dailies and monitoring that stuff. You know if you work with people of varying people over 
long periods of time that are like minded. You develop a kind of telepathy, so you don’t have to get that specific. 
All the work is really complicated fiddling, but the ideas are generally quite simple. So it doesn’t require my 
entire attention all the time. 

SMM: Do you have any heroes that you look back upon that still inspire you? 

Phil Tippett: I’m pretty Omnivorous in my inspiration. My art inspiration can go all the way back to cave paint-
ings to marching forward to th present. I think a lot of us get inspired as a kid, and before I had any kind of art 
education in 1955 King Kong came onto television so that did something to the wiring in my brain and in 1958 
Harryhausen came out with 7th Voyage of Sinbad and I had no idea how those images were made, but I was 
very attracted to the result of the process. Eventually over the years I was lucky enough to find people that did 
that stuff or knew more about it then I did and could mentor me. I lived close enough to Los Angeles, my folks 
moved to San Diego so once I learned how to drive I could make it up to Los Angeles and find that little bas-
tion of the half dozen people that were interested in stop motion animation at the time. They worked at a facility 
called Cascade Pictures of California which did television commercials and they had an insert stage called stage 
6 that was run by this great guy named Phil Kellison who mentored a lot of us. There were a couple of guys Jim 
Danforth and David Allen who were really terrific stop motion animators. Once I could get hired onto there I 
met Dennis Muren, John Berg, and Tom St. Amand. I was kind of wowed by Cascade because it was the only 
place in the world other then Ray Harryhausen working in London that was kind of doing that kind of stuff. 







BLANK 
- A VINYLMATION LOVE STORY -

DISNEY INTERACTIVES



One of the great things about the stop motion industry is being part of projects that make the 
world smile. Recently I wrapped production with a team of talented artists at Disney Interactive 
whom spent the good part of a year making an epic stop motion vinylmation film for Disney. 
The little plastic toys that have lined the shelves of the Disney Stores in your local neighbor-
hood 
came to life in a world all their own within the walls of the Disney Interactive studio located in 
Burbank California. The amount of detail and and work put into this production was amazing 
considering these were first time stop motion film makers. Almost everything in the produc-
tion was either hand made or a found object while maintaining classic special effect filmmaking 
techniques along with inventing new ones of their own. The crew of Disney Interactive artists 
managed to make a film that will be talked about for the ages. I was honored to work along side 
these brave souls and share in an experience that will last me a lifetime. Luckily I was able to 
catch up with my firend and Art Director of the project Regino Roy III (Gino to his friends) and 
get his take on this wonderful production that was just released on Google Play.



SMM – How did the idea to make a film based on the characters of the Vinylmation toy line 
come about?

Regino Roy III - Between bigger shows we occasionally had time to be creative. We were en-
couraged to brainstorm content for future shows. A co-worker of ours told us many times about 
the many Vinylmations we had in the building. One fateful day, we were presented with one 
case of Toy Story “blind” boxes. Greg Shewchuk and I opened them up one by one and tried 
to figure out what we could do with them. Naively we dove straight into stop motion. Our first 
couple of attempts were laughable but we loved doing it. Our boss at the time was going to a 
meeting with Vinlymation in Orlando and wanted to show

 them what we’d been doing with their product. We didn’t want to show our early rudimentary 
animations to the Vinylmation team, so decided to craft a small story. We had basically three 
days to whip something up and, throwing caution to the wind, we got to work. Greg, Mike 
Ambs, Paul Foyder, Whit Scheidegger and I had budding friendships but we had never worked 
together on a large project before. We wrote, animated, edited, and finished our small three min-
ute short film in the following long days and late nights. All we knew at that point was that we 
loved our little film about a blank Vinylmation.



SMM – Whats the story about?

Regino Roy III - The story is about finding who you are by following your heart when it says 
“jump”.

SMM – How many people were involved in making the story?

Regino Roy III - Five (Mike Ambs, Paul Foyder, Regino Roy III, Greg Shewchuk, Whit Sc-
heidegger)

SMM – Has your crew ever attempted a stop motion film before?

Regino Roy III - This was my first

SMM – Can you tell us a little about the design aspect of the props and sets?

Regino Roy III - The design aspect was pretty open because this was a new world. Being a first-
time production designer, I just put everything I loved into the world of Vinylmation: Sunsets, 
trains, vintage machines, old factories, forgotten lands, flowers, spilled paint, and love. Every-
thing I created was made special for someone in my family. My daughter would come visit the 
set every now and again and I would hide hearts in the set so she would have to find them. Most 
of them never even made it on screen. They were just for her on those days.



SMM – The cranes in the film are very cool. Can you tell us about the design and process you 
used to build them?

Regino Roy III - We had a crane take Bow away in the original short. It was Paul’s idea to have 
them be mobile characters rather than just a machine. We wanted to have them keep order but 
not be menacing. Driving to work everyday in Burbank you see a lot of road construction. I 
based my sketches on a couple of bulldozers I drove by on my route. Greg and I modeled the 
head in Cinema 4D. We had the heads 3d printed and then Greg put his woodworking shoes on 
and finished the body build. We spray painted and did a little aging to make them ready for cam-
era. We adorned them with special numbers that meant something to us and our families.



SMM – The train is such a huge part of the film. Can you tell us about your teaming up with 
MakerBot to make the train and how designed and built it?

Regino Roy III - We always knew there was going to be a train. But after getting into collecting 
Vinylmations with my daughter, I fell in love with the Vinylmation Monorail Series. I thought it 
would be cool if it was a vinylmation monorail decaled like a train. Ryan Meichtry (Art Direc-
tor) and I brainstormed how we could make 3 sizes of these monorail trains out of wood. Lucki-
ly MakerBot had our backs. Greg and I modeled our design in 3d and, in a couple of days, there 
they were...all 3 sizes of the Monorail Train in hundreds of little pieces. Ryan and Sam Delpilar 
(Associate Producer) got to work bonding the pieces and getting them ready to paint and de-
cal. My father-in-law grew up loving trains so I called him up and asked him about his favorite 
engines. With  a little bit of Google searching, I was able to fashion ours after his five favorites. 
The engine also has three number sevens on it (the date of my wedding 7/7/07).

SMM – The water fall shot is epic. How did you come up with the design for it?

Regino Roy III - Most of the magic is in the machine that Mike Ambs built to bring it to life.

SMM – There’s a shot with the Blank and Giant sitting at a camp fire. Can you talk a little about 
the design of the shot?

Regino Roy III – Again this was all Mike:) As well as the cave/elevator scene:)

SMM – The musical score of the film really helps drive the action and suspense while keeping 
the overall storyline together. What was it like for the composer to write such a dynamic com-
position?

Regino Roy III - We spent a great deal of time, during production, working with composer Al-
fred Montejano to find exactly the right music for Blank. We put Alfred through rings of fire in 
the creation and notes process to get the right feel, but what we ended up with is pure genius.



SMM – Whats struggles did you have to overcome to complete the film?

Regino Roy III - All of them:) But what we all had was passion and that overcame every ob-
stacle.

SMM- The top of the mountain scene looked so beautiful. How did you get such an amazing 
look with the clouds?

Regino Roy III - Pulling cotton from office pillows glueing them to stacked styrofoam bowls to 
give it shape:)

SMM – Were there any shinning moments in the production that you feel very proud of?

Regino Roy III - Everyday was a shining moment that I was proud of.

SMM – Now that you’ve finished the film does your crew have anything else in stop motion 
that you’re planning?

Regino Roy III - Very much so. But knowing us, we always need to explore horizons unknown. 
We all individually have come up with completely different ideas, some using stop motion. I am 
excited about all of them.



Motion Control Goodness for Animators

Check details at: 
ditogear.com/products/omnislider-animators-edition/





BRINGING IT BACK:
DARK EARTH

Interview by Langley J. West

Like so many others, my love for stop motion animation began with the films of the late 
master Ray Harryhausen.  The Cyclops striding out the cave in “The Seventh Voyage of Sin-
bad” is still one of the most powerful pieces of cinema I have ever seen.  One of the things 
that made Harryhausen’s films so magical was the interaction of realistic creatures with live 
action actors.  Prior to the advent of CGI, stop motion was THE way to combine live action 
with fantastic creatures.  Sadly, computer generated monsters have all but replaced the magi-
cal creations of the likes of Willis O’brien, Ray Harryhausen and Jim Danforth.  Hollywood 
directors and producers cited stop motion’s “look” (such as the strobing effect inherent to the 
process) as being too “unrealistic” for modern audiences.  Even the amazing “Go Motion” 
process first developed for “Dragonslayer” by Phil Tippett and company fell to the axe of 
CGI.  
 
Fortunately, stop motion didn’t “go away.”  The success of characters like Aardman’s Wal-
lace and Gromit and films like “The Nightmare Before Christmas,” “Paranorman” and the 
upcoming “The Boxtrolls” keep the art alive in a big way.  But these are stylized characters 
acting in a stylized world.  One would be hard pressed to see a stop motion creature battling 
with a live actor in a modern Hollywood film.  
 
So imagine my surprise and amazement when I first stumbled across a short piece called 
PURSUIT a couple of years ago.  It showed a live actor being chased through a real location 
by a stop motion demon-like creature.  It was breathtaking.  Gone was the staccato “jerky” 
motion…this monster looked ALIVE!  It looked like it was THERE, in the live action setting 
with the actor.  And the camera MOVED…a lot!  This clip introduced me to names like Ron 
Cole, Paul McConnochie and Nick Hilligoss…and I made it a point to follow other things 
these folks worked on.  This eventually led me to Peter A. Montgomery’s work.  And time 
after time I was blown away by the realism these guys were achieving.  
 
Now a team of stop motion animators including Peter A. Montgomery, Normand Yeend, Ron 
Cole, Richard Kent Burton and Nick Hilligoss are collaborating on a feature to be written and 
directed by Peter A. Montgomery, called DARK EARTH.  They are striving to bring back 
the type of adventure and thrills we first experienced with those Harryhausen classics…and I 
for one can’t wait to see the results.  DARK EARTH is a story that takes place in Edwardian 
times involving time travel, dinosaurs and other fantastic creatures.  Among the menagerie of 
critters are pterodactyls, furry horned dragons, plesiosaurs and giant crab monsters…can you 
say FUN!?



SMM: First, can you tell us a little about DARK EARTH?  How would you describe it?

Peter M : I’ve always been a fan of the dinosaur flicks made by the director / producer team of John Dark & 
Kevin Conner. Films like “At The Earth’s Core” and “Warlords of Atlantis.” Additionally, I really like the fan-
tasy work that Jim Henson did in films like “The Dark Crystal.”   Despite my love of the Dark and Conner films, 
the monster process they chose to use never really sat right with me. Rod operated dinosaurs kind of let those 
films down, in my opinion.  And of course being a person who grew up on Harryhausen pictures in the 80’s, I’ve 
developed quite the love for stop motion photography over the years. With DARK EARTH, I wanted to make 
something that had the feeling of the a fore mentioned 70’s films, but with elements of Henson’s imaginative 
worlds and of course Stop Motion.  So let’s just say that DARK EARTH is a really cool time travel monster 
movie set in Edwardian times. 

Normand Y: Dinosaurs, aliens, time travel, Edwardian explorers... What more could one want? I’m just happy to 
be a part of it.

SMM: You all are scattered around the globe…Scotland, the States, Australia…is it difficult working “long dis-
tance” on a single project?  Generally, how does your “system” work?  

Peter M: You would think it’s hard to communicate ideas and shot directions all over the world, but with some 
good solid ideas in place already, and much in the way of storyboards and art, it’s not so bad.  This project was 
written way back in 1997, so it’s had a great deal of time to ferment into a concrete vision which makes it easier 
to get ideas across.



Richard Kent B: I have not done this with stop motion yet so this will be a first. I did something similar on 
two CG jobs. I animated at home and then put the shots up on the server. With Dropbox, we will be sending our 
animation to Peter. He will however be sending his models to us through physical mail.

Normand Y: I guess that has yet to be determined for this particular production, although it’s worked before on 
other, recent stop-motion projects, so this should be no different. Basically, Pete will give the animators as much 
information as possible (light direction, camera angles, background plates, etc.) and we’ll animate to that. Tests 
will be carried out prior, to ensure everything will work as planned before committing to the actual animation. 
Our shots will then be uploaded for him to composite into the finished scenes. It’s all about communication.

Ron C: Over the past few years I’ve worked on several projects that involve realistic stop motion combined 
with live action footage and in the vast majority of cases, I’ve never met anyone from the live action production. 
Although my work needs to blend into the live action footage seamlessly, all my work is done as post produc-
tion (much like traditional matte painting) so there is never really any ‘need’ for me to be anywhere other than 
my studio. In the past year, I completed shooting lots of stop motion special effects for “Sinbad:  The Fifth Voy-
age” as well as a sequence for another independent feature called “The Legend of the Golden Fishcake”, and in 
both cases, all of my work was completed entirely via the internet. 

Nick H: It’s not such an issue.  The director can email me the background footage, and if I’m making the puppet 
I send progress photos of the sculpt and finished puppet until we’re satisfied it’s heading in the right direction.  
Then, if necessary, I can take some test shots to make sure the angle and lighting are what they had in mind, be-
fore animating the creature.  I usually do a test composite myself, just so I know how it fits in, even if the final 
compositing and effects will be done elsewhere. Then I send the raw image files via Dropbox.  I just completed 
shots for another UK based live action film (“Legend of the Golden Fishcake”), which uses stop motion from 
Ron Cole, Peter Montgomery, and others, so the work flow is pretty well sorted.  For DARK EARTH, Peter has 
made the puppet so it will have to get posted here and back, but that’s not a major expense.  I went through the 
same process doing post production effects for a film shot on the other side of town as I did on a film being put 
together on the other side of the world.  The only difference was, I got to have a beer with the director after-
wards... come to think of it, it is an issue...



SMM: What are you hoping to achieve with the work for DARK EARTH?  Is it “just” an attempt to tell a good 
story?  Or are you hoping to send a message to the “suits” in Hollywood?

Peter M: To me, the film is just something I’ve been aching to make for years. But to others, it has the potential 
to get attention one way or another. I’ve kind of given up on the suits, they seem to be set in their ways. But the 
project will also act as a showcase for 21st century stop motion work. And that holds exciting prospects in the 
future for independent film companies wanting to use these incredibly real animation techniques in later films as 
a CGI alternative.

Ron C: As to “sending a message to the suits in Hollywood”, that’s not a personal motive of mine at all. I lost 
faith that the producers in Hollywood are influenced at all by anything artists of any stripe do, say or think, 
years ago. My focus is attracting the attention of independent producers who not only care about the art of the 
craft but also have greater concerns about budget restrictions… realistic stop motion miniature special effects 
are now the most affordable way to get the job done and that’s a big advantage to what we bring to the produc-
tion table.

Nick H: It’s an attempt to tell a good story, that looks great without the wall-to-wall CGI in every other effects 
film, and doesn’t cost the 2 or 3 hundred million dollars that has become standard in Hollywood - what message 
could the “suits” possibly take from that?

Normand Y: I don’t think there’s any point in expressly trying to send a message to Hollywood that great special 
effects can be done quickly and cheaply via ‘good old’ stop-motion, for example. As far as the ‘suits’ are con-
cerned, CGI is pretty much here to stay. If they do sit up and take notice, great, but it’s really more the Inde-
pendent Producer/Director who should be made aware that you don’t actually need to spend millions to create 
expensive looking shots…. although it would be nice. 

Richard Kent B: Telling a good story should always be the aim, but our job will be to focus on our assigned 
sequences. I’m not expecting the “suits” to take notice, or even care. My hope is that the audience enjoys it.



SMM: Is a general dissatisfaction of the current state of movies a driving factor for most of you?  If so, what 
specifically would you like to see change?

Normand Y: I wouldn’t say that it’s a driving factor, although there’s not much around these days that I actually 
pay to go to see.  I still collect Cinefex magazine, although I tend to skim through it these days, as it’s mostly all 
about the latest in CG technology. For me, it’s more about being part of a talented team who are not only dedi-
cated to keeping Ray’s beloved ‘Dynamation’ alive but actually reinventing it as a modern, viable effects tool, 
and not some ‘quaint’, antiquated technique.

Peter M: All I really want is for Stop Motion to be looked at as it is now and not dismissed as a relic of a past 
age. That is simply nonsense. We’re talking about previous problems with the look of stop motion, now gone. 
Staccato movements: Gone. Lack of motion blur:  Gone.  Problems with physical interaction with separately 
filmed environments:  Gone.  It’s a new age people.

Ron C: I don’t go to the movies much at all anymore.  I generally only go to see films of special interest to me. 
Of course I’ll see any films produced by LAIKA and Aardman because of the kinship of our craft, (how could I 
not go?) or films that are of a historical nature such as “Lincoln.” But other than that, today’s films are just way 
too ‘over the top’ for me to enjoy.

Nick H: I’d like to see less “Sequelitis” and “Reboot Syndrome,” for a start.

Richard Kent B: My driving factor has always been the love I have of the work, and the films and artists in the 
past that have inspired me. This video game approach to movies now is very annoying to me. The constant slam-
ming and swooping, fast cuts, too much in the frame to follow, etc., has already become cliché, yet people still 
take it in. We’ve been wowed to death by factory produced effects and I’m bored with it.



SMM: Some of you are industry veterans.  What is it like to work on an independent production as opposed to a 
“big” movie?  Is there an advantage to it?

 Ron C: I’m happy to say that I’ve enjoyed the opportunities I’ve had to work on both big and small films and 
I suppose the reason is because it really doesn’t make a difference to the people who do what we do. In both 
cases you’re working most directly with fellow artists and we have our own language, so to speak.  The biggest 
project I ever worked on was Spielberg’s production of the Back to the Future Ride for Universal Orlando and 
the funny thing is, almost everyone I knew on that crew were people I had also worked with on tiny productions 
over many years! Physical, practical, special effects artists are a very interconnected culture of folks and we’re 
always bumping into the same people over and over again.

Nick H: I’m a veteran of Australian productions, which have always been relatively small scale.  I’ve worked 
on what we might consider “big” TV series as a scenic artist and designer, but my stop motion work has been 
just me making, animating, and shooting, with others only coming in at the end for sound editing and music.  Or 
animating for others who are working on a similar small scale.

Normand Y: I’m in much the same position as Nick on this one, as we both live and work in Australia. The 
‘biggest’ stop-motion job I’ve worked on would be the Independent feature “$9.99” which had an animation 
team of maybe six people working for the best part of a year.  Either side of that, I’ve directed numerous stop-
motion TV commercials where the ‘team’ was just me making pretty much all the puppets, sets and animating 
and directing, while others provided the lighting and post production.   The most rewarding stop-motion produc-
tion I’ve worked on so far would have to be “Muttaburrasaurus,” a documentary on Australian dinosaurs I made 
back in ’93 with my friend Graham Binding through ABC TV and Screen Australia. It was just the smallest of 
teams doing everything (me, Graham and our DOP friend Steve Newman ASC) but, unlike the commercials or 
feature, we were pretty much left alone to just create.

Richard Kent B: It makes no difference to me. They’re all good in their own way. I got as much out of “Cora-
line” and “Pee Wee’s Playhouse” as I did with “Invader” and “Metamorphosis:  The Alien Factor.” Where I 
have seen a difference lately is in the medium. With stop motion, you “own” your shot. In CG, more and more 
shots are pulled from one animator and given to another, or there is so much going on in a shot that you are 
working on one small area amongst many others.



SMM: The shots you have been producing are jaw dropping.  Without giving away any secrets, what are you 
doing to achieve this level of realism?  

Ron C: Peter can speak more to this than I can but, I think the biggest and most important changes to this 21st 
Century incarnation of traditional ‘Dynamation’® is the technology with which it is shot and manipulated in 
post production. There have also been changes to how puppets are made because we now have options like sili-
cone and urethane rubbers and new innovations to armature designs, but for the most part, what happens in front 
of the camera between the animators and their puppets remains fundamentally exactly the same as it has been 
since the earliest beginning of stop motion. Push the puppet, take a picture - repeat. 
 The biggest difference between animating then and now is that we used to ‘shoot blind’, we never knew 
what the animation actually looked like until the film was developed days or even weeks after it was shot… but 
now we have digital ‘frame grabbers’ that provide us the glorious ability to see what we’re shooting while we’re 
shooting it. So now we have the ability to tweak our stop motion performances to as close to perfection as pos-
sible during the shoot. After the animation is completed, then comes the magic of 21st Century compositing and 
digital motion blur which Peter is an expert at… so I’m just as thrilled to see what they do with my animation as 
much as any other viewer. 

Normand Y: Peter is doing some amazing stuff that is really bringing the Harryhausen type ‘Dynamation’ we all 
know and love into the 21st Century, the details of which I’ll leave up to him… 
 
Peter M: Traditional stop motion puppets are animated, then that footage is sent back to me for digital enhance-
ments. The process I developed over many months I call ‘TRI-MOTION’. It is the key to the realism not seen 
before to this degree in Stop Motion. But it’s also essential that great animators are used in the process. The art-
ists involved are really the biggest part of the machine. These guys are simply wonderful. 

Nick H: Peter has a couple of ideas for how to add something special when I shoot, but I can’t talk about it.

SMM: Where does the computer fit in with the type of work you are doing?  How important is it to the process?

Peter M: The computer is critical. A film like this relies on being able to mix elements together; it’s rule number 
one on an action/fantasy film. Compositing is a must. And digitally doing anything in an editing environment is 
the only way to go today.

Ron C: The computer is now an integral and ever present part of every step of the process. From collaboration 
with the rest of the team, through every step of the actual production.  And that’s the irony of it… the very same 
technology that threatened this art form with total extinction a decade ago, is the very thing that’s giving us 
the comeback and even the ability to compete with CGI and win.  All but one creature effects scene in the film 
‘Sinbad The Fifth Voyage’ was originally planned to be done with CGI - I’m pleased to report that those rolls 
have precisely reversed because now all but one of those sequences is stop motion animated and only one CGI 
creature scene remains. 

Nick H: First, it makes quick communication possible, which is key to collaborating over a distance.  Sec-
ond, using a frame grabber allows improvements in the animation, and gives instant feedback.  Third, it brings 
compositing techniques that once required the resources of a major studio well within reach of indy filmmakers.  
And fourth, the finished footage can be sent anywhere in the world in a digital file format.

Normand Y: The computer is an integral part of the process. For a start, if it weren’t for the computer, I for one 
would never have known about Pete or his project. These days, it allows us not only to communicate with others 
on the other side of the globe, but the whole stop-motion and compositing process is made considerably quicker 
and easier… but you already knew that.



Richard Kent B: The computer is used to fill the gap with a blur that you don’t get from photographing a still 
puppet. This takes the choppiness out that some find annoying. Since 1979, I have been adding physical blurs 
to my animation, but only during a fast move, or something flying, where I would lightly swing the model and 
click the frame at a strategic point. Later, on “The Primevals,” we were using triple exposures to simulate a blur 
in certain areas. It actually works very well, although it takes a little longer. I was thinking about using Photo-
shop to paint in blurs when I saw what Mark Sullivan and Peter Montgomery were doing with blur programs 
and realized it was the way to go. A friend of mine has been using that for title graphics for years. Unless some-
one else does it and shows that it’s OK, I always think using computers is cheating. I’m funny that way, but in 
this case, the animation is still being done by hand. I just imagine the model has a blur built into it. Stop motion 
gets such a bad rap sometimes so I think this can really make it look awesome since we’re filming real objects. 
It really comes down to the animation in the end. It has to be really good or these techniques won’t help it.

SMM: What kind of release are you hoping for with DARK EARTH?  

Nick H: Over to you Peter. 

Peter M: We all hope for big things, but a release of any kind would be rewarding. I’ll be taking the film to 
festivals first. A limited cinema release in selected theaters would naturally be top for all involved. But we’ll just 
need to see what path it takes. At the very least, it has the opportunity to achieve cult status…and that’s always 
groovy.

SMM: You have a unique working model…a group of animators in different parts of the world, the use of social 
media to generate interest in the film, etc., allowing you to work outside normal routes.  Is this something that 
you think we will start to see more of?

Peter M: Possibly…to be honest, not much has come in the way of work from being on line, other than getting 
to know the guys involved and have them put so much towards the film. But I, like so many artists, am not a 
good self promoter.

 Ron C: Absolutely. But that’s not something in any way unique to what is transforming our craft. That’s the 
kind of metamorphosis many industries are going through today. It’s uncharted waters so, it’s a little unnerving 
and there are lessons to be learned, but it’s all good and very exciting to have that kind of worldwide access.

Nick H: You betcha!

Normand Y: Definitely! With the recent Sinbad film, some of the other productions that some of the guys have 
worked on lately, and now DARK EARTH also being done remotely, there should be no reason why more inde-
pendent films shouldn’t follow the same model.

Richard Kent B: I don’t see why not. We have the ability to do it. As far as financed films go, I don’t know 
how many are left that want to put money in movies. Seems a lot of film makers are resorting to crowd funding 
which is great, but the pay is much lower as are the budgets.



SMM: As your work starts to look more and more “real,” are you afraid that people will just assume that you 
are using CGI instead of stop motion?

Peter M: With the attributes a puppet has, being a real object, and with the post effects that give it smooth mo-
tion, at the very worst they’re gonna just think it’s the best CG they’ve ever seen, so not a problem. It’s fun to 
see peoples’ reactions when they find out it’s actually stop motion.

Ron C: I’ve been asked that many times and I can honestly tell you that I’m not at all concerned about any 
confusion or even overlap between what we produce and CGI. That’s because the only people who ever ask that 
question are people who care and already know which is which. 

Nick H: We’re not doing work that looks like CGI, we’re aiming to do work that looks more like reality, just 
as the best CGI is going for.  When it includes creatures that we all know are long vanished from the earth, or 
never existed, people may think it resembles CGI because it can’t be real and CGI is the method they are most 
familiar with. But there is nothing specific to computer 3d animation in what they are seeing.  (No floaty bits, or 
disregard for gravity and inertia I would hope.)  So if it means we have eliminated what used to be the telltale 
signs of stop motion, like pops and strobing and locked-off shots, without introducing the typical faults of sec-
ond rate CGI, I’d call that a success.  It may take time before the public becomes aware that CGI is not the only 
way to do this.

Normand Y: Occasionally I’ve had people confuse my animation with CG, although that’s certainly not the aim. 
Computer animation seems to have a reputation for being such a ‘high end’ medium, that any confusion I take 
as a compliment. It’s always interesting to see their reaction when they realize it isn’t, though.  When people 
discover that the animation in DARK EARTH has not been created via CG, but with real puppets and stop-mo-
tion, I have no doubt they’ll be pretty impressed, to say the least.

Richard Kent B: I’ve slapped some digital motion blur on some of my old shots and they still have that “magic” 
quality. If the “CG only” people think it’s CG, then maybe that’s OK. It does have its own look though since 
the models are a real thing. The animation and performance has to be good though as motion blur alone won’t 
save it. Most of the audience doesn’t give a damn, nor do they even think about the technique used. They’ll just 
know if they were entertained or if they think something looks (here’s that overused and often wrong word) 
“cheesy.”

SMM: What are some of your cinematic influences?  Do you hope to recall a particular type of movie from the 
past?  

Ron C: I’m quite certain I’m no different from most (if not all) of your readers. I was raised on a steady diet of 
Harryhausen, “Star Trek,” “Star Wars.” I flipped out when I saw “Dragonslayer,” etc… I’m a pretty typical sci-
fi/fantasy/horror geek.  As for anything in terms of a specific influence - if you put a gun to my head and forced 
me to choose between Ray’s Cyclops and Phil’s Vermithrax Dragon… you’d have to just shoot because I refuse 
to choose. 

Nick H: “The Seventh Voyage of Sinbad” got my attention as a kid, and an 8mm print of Obie’s “The Lost 
World” was run through my projector until it wore out.  So the combination of live action with stop motion is 
what first drew me to animation, even though limited resources meant I moved more to “puppet” films.  I do 
recall films that didn’t skimp but actually delivered what they promised, back when you had to build and shoot 
things and hire the Italian army as extras, instead of just passing it all to the computer guys.  Films like “Raiders 
Of The Lost Ark,” the original “Star Wars,” Harryhausen’s films, the original “King Kong,” and “Ben Hur.”  A 
wide range of techniques was used for different effects shots, rather than CGI for everything, and you appreci-
ated what it took to put all that on the screen.



Normand Y: Too many to mention... Of course there are all the wonderful stop-motion films of Willis O’Brien 
and Ray Harryhausen, etc., but I also love the old B-Grade sci-fi films of the fifties, the Universal horrors, many 
of the old silents, especially the Expressionistic classics, and even a lot of the kaiju films of Japan.  With Peter’s 
film, though, it’s more like some of those great old Doug McClure films of the 70’s such as “The Land That 
Time Forgot,” “At the Earth’s Core,” or “Warlords of Atlantis,” all of which combined intrepid period adventur-
ers with fantastic monsters. Hopefully, Pete’s film will have better effects, though. 

Richard Kent B: For me, it’s too vast to even want to pinpoint.  However, I’ll make this statement: At the top 
end we would all mention “Dragonslayer,” but I also get the same thrill from something like “Equinox” where 
college kids are trying their best and while they turned out something cheaper looking, it’s moody and stays 
with you after it’s over.

SMM: Do you build your own puppets?  If so, do you prefer the old build-up method?  Or do you like to make 
molds and cast your critters in something like foam latex or silicone?

Peter M: I do make my own puppets…all but a few for DARK EARTH. I’ve used build up for many years now, 
and it works great. I’ve used molds to capture sculpted monsters, etc. to form the outer skins.  But I’ve never 
casted a foam latex puppet myself. That’s Norman’s department over in Australia.

Ron C: For most of my career I’ve primarily been a puppet builder and prop maker, so yes, in most cases I’m 
the one building the critter being shot. Although, the animation I recently shot for DARK EARTH was a rare 
exception because Peter created the Pterodactyl puppet and shipped it to me. (I love it when that happens.) I 
created numerous puppets for the Sinbad film and all but one were cast in silicone…only one was foam latex. 
There are many reasons why I prefer silicones and urethanes for casting puppets, as opposed to foam latex, but 
latex certainly can be put to good use if the creature design is appropriate for that option. The one puppet for 
Sinbad that was foam latex was a very large puppet and I feared silicone would have been too heavy for the 
armature I was casting over. 

Nick H: I usually build my own puppets, but for DARK EARTH I will be animating a creature made by Peter.  
I use buildup, foam casting, and silicone casting, and sometimes a mix of two, depending on the needs of the 
puppet.  Each method has benefits and limitations.

Normand Y: I almost always build my own puppets, as I not only enjoy it, I also find it useful to know the limi-
tations of what it is I’m working with. If something breaks, I should know how to fix it. In the past, I’ve made 
my characters and creatures using a variety of mediums. I’ll often use a combination of aluminum wire and ball 
and socket joints for the armatures. It all depends on what it is that I’m making and how it will be used in the 
film. Often, I’ll sculpt, mould and cast just the head, hands and feet (if it’s a ‘humanoid’ character) and build up 
the rest.  For the dinosaurs in my film ‘Muttaburrasurus’ I sculpted them directly over the armatures that Gra-
ham made, then molded and cast them in foam latex. I consulted with several paleontologists (and a paleobota-
nist) throughout, as we wanted everything to be as accurate as possible. 

Interestingly, for DARK EARTH, I’ll be bringing back into service a plesiosaur model that I made for my film 
some 20 years ago! Incredibly, it’s still in remarkable condition, as I’ve tried to keep it (and others from the 
film) in a fairly stable, cool, dark environment as much as possible.  I’ll also be making a brand new creature es-
pecially for DARK EARTH, although I’ve yet to decide whether I’ll go build-up, foam latex or silicone. Watch 
this space!



Richard Kent B: I use molds only. I like the control that sculpting gives you and I don’t trust my abilities with 
build-up. I’ve seen great build-up work, but it’s not for me. I’ve had great success with molds and I guess hav-
ing the foam at the right consistency has something to do with it. Now there are instances where I’ve used a 
different method. If something is too thin, such as the stem of a plant character that I built, I used tissue paper 
and liquid latex, but the head was still cast from a mold.

SMM: In your opinion, what lessons can we best learn from the old stop motion masters like Willis O’brien and 
Ray Harryhausen?  

Peter M: That is doesn’t take a team of 150 guys and a mega budget to do some superb FX shots.

Ron C: Ummmm… everything? This business is one which nobody enters without being extremely passionate 
about it, that’s pretty much a job requirement. Let’s be honest here and acknowledge that stop motion special 
effects have always been a difficult ‘sell’ to producers so, people who do this work are married to it emotion-
ally. For some artists (and I’m one of them) the artform isn’t “just another tool,” but it is an art in and of itself.  
We love it specifically because of how it was done. Some people don’t care how art is created and only take in 
the final product… that’s not me.  So in order to remain in this business and aid in it’s renaissance, you need 
that devotion and love for the craft just as Uncle Ray did throughout his entire career. He never seemed angry 
or bitter about how undervalued his work was for so many of those years. When he would give interviews and 
speak directly with his fans, it couldn’t be more clear how much of a real artist he was and how important it 
was to him. This is one of those art forms that is just part of who you are as a person.  The one and unfortunate-
ly only time I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Harryhausen was when I was just 16 years old.  In that conver-
sation he conveyed to me how important it was to  “stick to it” and never give up. I’ve always felt that on that 
particular day, it was like I made a promise to Ray… and the significance of that has never left me.

Nick H: They had compelling performances in their animation, even when it wasn’t as smooth as we expect 
today.  

Normand Y: When I see an effects film these days, what never ceases to amaze me is the list of names on the 
end credits. They seem almost as long as the feature itself! The polar opposite is true of a Willis O’Brien or Ray 
Harryhausen film. There’s just one name there! Whether you think those effects are convincing or not is irrel-
evant. What is undeniable is that those men were pioneers! Every effects film since owes them a debt of grati-
tude!

Richard Kent B: I see a lot of animators nowadays, looking at the frame grabber way more than they look at the 
model they are animating. Although the work is usually beautiful, I think it slows them down a lot. Ray’s com-
ment about that, although a little naïve but true was “I like to think of where I’m going rather than where I have 
been”. One thing that Ray used to do, that I would not do now is switch to “two’s” during slow-downs. I notice 
it more these days than I used to. I’m sure it was a big time saver for him and I still don’t know how he cranked 
out as much work as he did in the 1950s.

SMM: One of the criticisms aimed at stop motion is the time involved…yet I routinely see you turn out beauti-
ful shots very quickly.  Is this criticism just plain wrong?

Peter M: Totally wrong. Yet another myth.

Nick H: I used to turn out a CGI shot for TV programs in less time than a stop mo shot - but then, because you 
can’t really see it properly until it’s rendered, and because you can make small tweaks and re-render as many 
times as the director wants, I would end up doing it half a dozen times.  It usually took longer in the end.



Ron C: Yeppers it’s WRONG! And it’s even more wrong than it’s ever been because the tools we have now 
make it happen even faster. This is something I think came about as a cultural thing, years ago it used to sell 
well to an audience when they learned how “painstaking” and how long it took to accomplish something…peo-
ple actually used to appreciate that kind of thing! So stop motion had that reputation, but in most cases that was 
purely because just ONE or a very small crew of people were responsible for getting tons of things done in or-
der to produce it. Have you seen the lists of credits at the end of any CGI film? They employ literally hundreds 
of people to do the same work, so do the math and add up all those hours of labor per person on a CGI crew and 
I don’t think you’ll find that it’s anywhere near faster than producing any other form of animation. (so there!)

Normand Y: Absolutely, utterly, totally wrong! With CG you have the luxury of refining your shot until it is 
absolutely ‘perfect’. This is often exploited by the indecisive director until he or she is happy, so that in the end 
it has taken longer than a one take stop-motion shot. Before this takes place, of course, you need to build and rig 
your model, which can take just as long as making your stop-motion puppet. Then there’s lighting and render-
ing, etc. all of which take time. On “$9.99” we had a quota of 6 seconds of finished animation per day, which I, 
and a few others, routinely surpassed. 
If you have a good brief from the director, and nothing hampers you during the shot, there’s no reason why stop-
motion shouldn’t take the same, or even less time than, CG. 

Richard Kent B: CG takes time too, plus many more workers down the pipeline…so I never understood this 
criticism. I also don’t believe that every project should be rushed just to get it done, as long as you’re staying on 
budget.

SMM: What is your favorite stop motion creature from the past?  Why?

Peter M: I always loved the Tyrannosaurus design in “Planet of the Dinosaurs.”

Ron C: Remember what I said about choosing just one?  You’ll just have to shoot me.

Nick H: The Cyclops.  Because in 1958 it was the coolest thing ever!

Normand Y: Again, too many to mention… All stop-motion creatures are cool! While obvious choices are the 
brilliant Cyclops, Ymir or Kong for their sheer presence, iconic designs and strong performances, I also really 
like the malevolent scorpions in “The Black Scorpion.” Talos is another favorite, although I’m also quite fond 
of Taurus, the big ape-like critter in “Equinox,” which, for some reason, made quite an impact on me when I 
was making my little Super 8, stop-motion films, at age 14.  Then again, who can go past Mighty Joe Young? 
Like I said, too many… 

SMM: Many of you have produced some very informative tutorials covering different aspects of stop motion.  
How important do you think tutorials are to novice animators?  

Peter M: That’s a hard one.  It helps, let’s say that.  There was nothing around when I started, so I suppose with 
more information out there today, we could see the art form more often in other projects, and that’s a good 
thing.

Ron C: I’ve gotten lots of responses from people thanking me for the ones I’ve made and I’m happy they’ve 
helped people but, I have no idea how crucial it might be for them because there simply were no tutorials back 
when I was first learning…yet I managed to find the necessary info. I suppose people are able to find what they 
need to know faster now but, faster isn’t necessarily better. Sometimes it’s better to learn slowly and make mis-
takes so that you also find out what NOT to do.



Nick H: I managed without much info, but it did take a long time to work it all out.  A lot of time and money 
can be wasted on doing things the wrong way, so I like to help.  But it does require an inventive approach, using 
things in ways they weren’t made for, constantly solving problems in new ways, regardless of any help we can 
give.  So I sometimes worry if doing too many tutorials actually takes away from developing the mindset that’s 
needed. 

Normand Y: I, personally, haven’t produced any, but I sure wish someone had when I was trying to figure out 
how to do it! 

SMM: If you could offer just one piece of advice to the aspiring stop motion animator, what would it be?

Peter M: Get used to dealing with problems.

Ron C: This is a very difficult business to remain employed in, so be prepared to use your talents for other types 
of jobs as you pursue your goals. There will be difficult times but if this it what you want to do, stick to it and 
never give up.

Richard Kent B: This will be harsh but true. Don’t expect to get in these days. If you do, great, but you probably 
won’t get to stay in. The business sucks now and the pay is usually lower. I’m hoping to be able to avoid it soon 
and just make my own projects. If you can find a better way to make money and can work on your projects the 
indie way, then more power to you. 

Nick H: Don’t expect to find many career opportunities in stop motion in most parts of the world, only do it if 
you can’t be talked out of it.

SMM: While it might be too early to ask this, do you have more projects you would like to collaborate on in the 
future? 

 Peter M: I myself have two more screenplays already written, that involve more monster mayhem. 

Ron C: Too early for me to name names or projects I’ve been asked to remain quiet about for now but, that’s 
pretty good news right there.

Nick H: I think there will be more, and I’m happy to participate. 

Normand Y: Definitely! I have no idea what they might be at this stage, but why stop now?   

-end of interviews



Peter A. Montgomery is a self taught independent filmmaker in Scotland, making films for the past 26 years.  
Involved in all aspects of filmmaking, including stop motion and digital compositing, much of his work (in-
cluding test shots for DARK EARTH) can be found on his Youtube Channel, his personal Facebook page or 
the Facebook page 21st Century Stop Motion.  He has worked at BBC television in the past and most recently 
contributed to the feature films Sinbad:  The Fifth Voyage and Legend of the Golden Fishcake.

Norman Yeend is an Australian based stop motion animator whose work includes feature films and commer-
cials, including the critically acclaimed $9.99 and Muttaburrasaurus for Australian television.  Examples of his 
work can be found on his Youtube channel:  http://www.youtube.com/user/gnawman62/videos

Ron Cole is an American effects veteran and has worked on wide variety of television shows, commercials and 
feature films, including Metamorphosis:  The Alien Factor, Ghostbusters II  and the Monsters television series.  
Additionally he made the critically acclaimed short film In The Fall Of Gravity.  Most recently he contributed 
to Sinbad:  The Fifth Voyage and Legend of the Golden Fishcake.  Check out his IMDB page here: www.imdb.
com/name/nm0170757/
his blog at http://wobblytripod.blogspot.com  or his Facebook page.

Richard Kent Burton is another industry veteran who has an impressive list of credits going back to 1980.  He 
has worked on such popular television shows as Pee Wee’s Playhouse, Robot Chicken and Mary Shelley’s 
Frankenhole.  His film credits include The Blob, James and the Giant Peach and Coraline.  Check out his IMDB 
page here:  
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0123639/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1

Nick Hilligoss is a prolific stop motion animator in Australia, with a long history of commercial and television 
work, including the television shows Nature, Island Life and Sea Change.  His StopmoNick Youtube channel 
has an amazing array of shorts and tutorials: http://www.youtube.com/user/StopmoNick    
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